
Gen. 2:18-23 (WCF 24:2)  “Mutual Help”

For the Children: Sometimes our church runs a quiz night.  The best teams are the ones where each member has 
different areas of knowledge.  One is an expert on sport, another on science, another on history and another on Kiwi 
stuff.  God has made marriage like that: husbands and wives know different things, are better at different things, and 
have different parts to play - he is head of the family and she accepts that.  When they combine these skills, it can make 
them better at serving the Lord than either one would be alone.  Questions: Why is it not good for man to be alone? 
What makes the woman a suitable helper for the man?  What are some of the ways husband and wife can help each 
other to serve God?
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Introduction:

First Point: The Necessity of Mutual Help
• Not Good to Be Alone: In the beginning, God made man a social creature so he would seek help in serving 

God.  He made him such that it was not good for him to be alone, but to seek fellowship, reflecting his 
fellowship with God.  The task of managing the world was so great, that help was necessary.  It would require 
that mankind fill the earth, and help would be needed for that, too

• A Suitable Helper: The fact that God made a “suitable” (a corresponding, matching) helper also shows the 
necessity of mutual help.  The animals did not suffice.  Only the woman was suitable.  She was made an equal 
human being.  She was taken from Adam, indicating that she was complementary, filling up what he did not 
have.  Together they could be a unit and do what neither could do fully alone

• The Case of Singles: Gen. 2:24, Eph. 5:31 indicate that the mutual help of marriage is the norm.  The single 
life is the “exception.”  Those called to be permanently single are not left in a sorry state, but graciously 
equipped and “compensated” in their opportunities for special service (1 Cor. 7:17, 25ff)

Second Point: The Nature of Mutual Help
• Mutual Dependency: 1 Cor. 11:11-12 takes Gen. 2 to mean mutual dependency as well as headship of the man. 

This idea of mutuality is seen in Gen. 2 by the fact that the woman is equally human; and that she is one half of 
a complementary relationship, where neither party is complete in themselves.  The fact that God made man and 
woman different – physically, emotionally, psychologically and with respect to roles – makes that inter-
dependency even stronger.  Uniting these differences makes the couple more effective in serving God than 
either normally would be alone

• Varying Ways of Help: The husband and wife can help each other in various ways.  Sometimes, it will be by 
sharing very different insights and perspectives; sometimes by his leading and her submitting; sometimes, one 
will help draw the other away from ungodliness, sometimes the other; sometimes they will help each other by 
having 4 hands to do the work rather than just 2

Third Point: The Purpose of Mutual Help
• The Chief End of Marriage: As with the individual believer, so the chief purpose of marriage is to glorify and 

enjoy God

• The Purpose of Service: God is glorified in a marriage when the couple strive to serve Him by carrying out His 
mandates e.g., re marriage itself (Gen. 1:28, 2:24).  See also the emphasis in WCF 24:2 on increasing mankind 
– and the church - by having children.  A couple must help each other to use all of creation for God’s glory

• The Purpose of Resisting Sin: A couple must also help each other to resist sin and pursue holiness.  WCF 24:2 
singles out the sin of immorality, to which marriage provides a godly alternative.  See 1 Cor. 7:2,9.  But there 
are many other areas where a couple can help “keep each other honest”

• The Purpose of Out-Working the Christ/Church Relationship: The role differences especially help a couple to 
provide an illustration of Christ’s loving Headship of His church, her willing submission to Him, and the close 
union of Christ with His people.  To exercise this faithfully glorifies Christ.  See Eph. 5:22ff

Conclusion:


